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Abilene

bans warm-blooded omnivorous or carnivorous wild/exotic 

animal or animal with poisonous bites with samples B PB B

Admire

Alma

Almena

Altamont

Andale

Andover

bans exhibiting, keeping dangerous exotic animals except 

USDA exhibit, transfer to/from USDA facility, transport 

to/from vet, vet; bans list of exotic animals except zoo, 

circus, carnival, education/medical institution PB B B B PB PB PB PB PB

Anthony

Argonia

Arkansas City

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B B PB PB PB PB PB PB

Arma

Assaria

Atchison 5/21/90

bans exotic animals except pet shop, livestock barn sale, 

zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Augusta

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Axtell

Baldwin City

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical institution PB B B PB PB PB B

Barnard

Barnes

Bartlett

Basehor defines exotic bird/animal in zoning

Baxter Springs

bans wild animals for exhibition or pet except zoo, 

performing exhibition, or circus if comply with zoning and 

prevent escape PB B PB PB PB PB PB PB PB

Bel Aire adopts Sedgwick County AC Code

Belle Plaine
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Belleville

bans warm-blooded carnivorous/omnivorous wild/exotic 

animal and animals with poisonous bites

Beloit

bans wild/exotic/poisonous/vicious animals except state 

licensed rehab, scientific, exhibition permit; zoo, circus, 

carnival, vet, medical/education institution, temp transport; 

bans fowl except caged birds PB B B PB PB B B

Belvue

Bentley

Benton

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Bonner Springs

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Buhler

Burlingame

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Burlington

Burns

Burr Oak

Burrton

Bushton

Caldwell

Canton

Carbondale

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile - 

no exceptions PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Cedar Vale

Chanute

bans wild animals as pets except performing animal exhibit, 

petting zoo or circus with proper permits; allows 1 potbelly 

pig under 100# if males fixed PB B B B PB B B

Chapman

Cheney

Cherryvale

bans warm-blooded carnivorous/omnivorous wild/exotic 

animal, animal with poisonous bites, fowl (except chicken, 

pigeon, caged pet birds) except zoo, circus, education 

institution PB B B B PB B B

Chetopa
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Cimarron

Clay Center

exempts nonpoisonous and nonvicious animals and zoo, 

vet, entertainment purpose for up to 7 days

Clearwater

bans keeping or selling exotic animals except zoo or 

education; bans at festival events B B B B PB B B

Clyde

Coffeyville exotic pets require permit from city clerk

Colby

bans nondomestic animals except nonpoisonous and 

nonvicious animals commonly kept as pets

Coldwater

Columbus

Colwich 6/26/05

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Concordia

has an acceptable list of animals; exempts vet, rehab, 

transport through city, livestock sales facility, post 

secondary education institution and those owned 

11/16/2005 PB B B B PB B B

Council Grove

Courtland

Cunningham 6/15/05

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

De Soto

bans exotic animals in residential districts except those 

commonly sold in pet stores; bans dangerous animals 

(omnivorous/carnivorous wild animals)

Deerfield bans undomesticated animals

Derby

bans warm-blooded animals dangerous to human life or 

property and reptiles that are poisonous or dangerous to 

humans; Boidae must be completely confined at all times; 

exempts vet, pet shop, circus, carnival, medical/education 

institution; allows 1 pot belly pig under 80# PB B B PB PB PB PB

Dighton

Dodge City

bans exotic animals except zoo, circus, carnival, pet shop, 

medical/education institution

Douglas

Downs
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Dwight

Eastborough

Edgerton

bans warm-blooded omnivorous or carnivorous wild/exotic 

animal or animal with poisonous bite with sample list B B

Edna

Edwardsville

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

El Dorado

bans wild or exotic animal, poisonous or dangerous reptiles 

including those listed except zoo, pet shop, circus, carnival, 

education/medical institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Elk City

Elkhart

Ellinwood

bans undomesticated animals except non-poisonous and 

non-vicious animals commonly kept as pets, transport 

through city

Ellis

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Ellsworth 6/23/05

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution, current owners; bans warmblooded 

omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic animal and those with 

poisonous bites PB B B PB PB PB B

Elwood

Emporia

bans wild/dangerous/undomesticated animals except vet, 

education/medical institution, museum or other study, 

circus, carnival, other entertainment event

Ensign

Enterprise

Erie

Eskridge

Eudora

bans undomesticated animals except vet unless prove not 

detrimental to public welfare and get permit
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Eureka 6/15/05

bans poisonous or dangerous reptiles or dangerous 

carnivorous wild animals and list of animals except zoo 

defined by AZA, medical/education institution, vet, circus, 

parade PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Fairview

Fairway

bans warm-blooded animals omnivorous or carnivorous 

wild/exotic animal or animal with poisonous bite

Florence

Fontana

Fort Scott

bans warm-blooded animals omnivorous or carnivorous 

wild/exotic animal or animal with poisonous bite

Frankfort

Fredonia

Frontenac

Garden City

bans poisonous or dangerous reptiles or dangerous 

carnivorous wild animals and list of animals except zoo 

defined by AZA, medical/education institution, vet, circus, 

parade PB B B B PB B B

Garden Plain

bans nondomestic animals except non-poisonous and non-

vicious animals commonly kept as pets and pet shops, zoo, 

circus, carnival, education/medical institution; bans warm-

blooded omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic animals and 

those with poisonous bites; bans poisonous reptiles and 

dangerous wild animals/reptiles

Gardner

wild/exotic animals and animals with poisonous bites 

require special use permit PP P P P PP P P

Garnett

Girard

Glasco

Glen Elder

Goddard

bans inherently dangerous animal except AZA, 

medical/education institution, vet, traveling circus, 

transporting through less than 1 day, USDA licensee who 

obtains city license? B PB B PB

Goessel

Goodland

Grandview Plaza
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Great Bend

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animal including list except zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Greensburg

Gridley

Halstead

Harper

Haven

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Haviland

Hays

allows nonpoisonous and nonvicious household pets; bans 

list of animals PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Haysville bans certain species except circus or sideshow B PB PB PB PB B

Hesston

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Hiawatha

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Hillsboro

Hoisington

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Holcomb

Holton

Hope

bans warm-blooded omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic 

animal or animal with poisonous bite with samples B B

Horton

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Hugoton

Humboldt

Hutchinson

bans exotic animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

education/medical institution; Boidae family must be 

confined PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Independence
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Inman 10/13/03

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Iola

Junction

bans keeping or selling exotic animals except domestic 

species and educational or zoo; bans wolf, coyote, 

wolverine and hybrids

Kanopolis

Kansas City 12/31/92

bans wild/exotic animals for exhibition or pets except zoo, 

performing animal exhibit, circus, vet, raptors kept for 

falconry, service monkeys B B B B P B B

Kechi adopts Sedgwick County AC Code

Kingman

bans warm-blooded omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic 

animals, poisonous reptiles, dangerous wild animals except 

pet shop, circus, zoo, carnival, education/medical institution PB B B PB PB PB B

Kiowa

La Crosse

La Cygne has definitions in Animal Code

Lakin

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Lansing

bans as dangerous animals except zoo, education/medical 

institution, museum or similar, exhibition, vet, commercial 

establishments selling or displaying them; wolf hybrids and 

certain snakes permitted with certain requirements

Larned

Lawrence

bans animals except those listed and rehab, vet, temp 

transport through city, medical/education institution, county 

fairgrounds, shelter or similar PB B B B PB B B

Leavenworth 12/22/92

bans wild/exotic/hybrids animal displays and as pets except 

zoo, performing animal exhibit, circus, vet - bans public 

contact with such animals

Leawood

bans dangerous and wild animals; zoo, circus, vet, 

education/medical institution, museum need dangerous 

animal permit PB B B PB PB PB

Lebo
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Lecompton

Lenexa

bans exotic/wild/hybrid animals; federal/state rehab, 

scientific collection, education, exhibition permits for native 

animals need city permit

Leoti

LeRoy

Lewis

Liberal

bans nondomestic animals except 

nonpoisonous/nonvicious animals kept in household; bans 

poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Lincoln

Lindsborg

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Linn Valley

Longton

Louisburg

Lyndon

Lyons

bans nondomestic animals except nonpoisonous and 

nonvicious species normally kept as pets or being 

transported through city

Maize

bans omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic animals or other 

animal dangerous to humans except zoo, 

education/medical institution, museum, exhibition, vet, 

commercial establishment for sale or display PB B B B PB B B

Manhattan

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Mankato

Marion

Marquette

Marysville 7/3/05

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Mayetta

McFarland
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McLouth

bans keeping, selling, buying exotic or captive wild animals 

with list of acceptable animals; exempts AZA from all, 

exempts education/medical institutions, circus, carnival, 

rehab from ban on keeping B B B B PB B B

McPherson

Meade

Medicine Lodge 7/4/05

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Melvern

Meriden

Merriam

bans possession or selling wild animals except vet, rehab, 

research, animal shelter, pet shop PB B B PB PB B B

Miltonvale

Minneapolis 7/1/97

bans keeping, selling, buying exotic or captive wild animals 

with list of acceptable animals; exempts zoos defined by 

AZA, education/medical institutions, circus, carnival, temp 

transport, rehab, grandfathered animals with permit; 

poisonous species and warm-blooded 

carnivorous/omnivorous wild/exotic animals declared 

vicious and banned if attack anyone B B B B PB B B

Minneola

Mission

bans exotic and wild animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, 

carnival, education/medical institution

Mission Hills 3/10/03 species not listed require a special use permit PB B B B PB B B

Moline

Montezuma

Mound City

Mound Valley

Moundridge

bans omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic animals except 

pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution; ban animals with poisonous bites and exotic fowl

Mount Hope

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Mulvane
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Neodesha

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

New Strawn

Newton

bans keeping certain animals in residential districts and in 

commercial or industrial districts unless zoning allows it 

except USDA education/medical institution, vet, traveling 

circus or carnival, traveling through state less than 24 

hours; listed snakes may be kept with permit PB B PB PB B

Nickerson 6/30/05

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Norcatur

North Newton

Oakley bans inherently dangerous animals

Oberlin

Ogden

Olathe

bans dangerous animals except zoo, performing animal 

exhibit, circus, vet, education/medical institution, museum 

or keeping for exhibit or study; bans as pets

Onaga

Osage

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Osawatomie

Keeping wild animals requires special use permit in Ag 

district

Osborne 6/8/05

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Oskaloosa

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Oswego

Ottawa

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Overbrook
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Overland Park

bans dangerous animals except exhibit to public, display or 

study, vet, commercial establishment selling them provided 

they get a permit; certain pythons and constrictors allowed 

under listed conditions

Oxford

Ozawkie

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Paola 6/9/87

bans dangerous animalsexcept transport through city; 

issues permits for public view or study (zoo, 

education/medical institution, museum), exhibition the 

public (circus, carnival, etc), vet, commercial establishment 

selling such animals PB B B PB PB PB PB

Park City

bans warm-blooded omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic 

animal or those with poisonous bites

Parkerfield

Parsons

bans warm-blooded omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic 

animal or those with poisonous bites PB B B B PB PB B

Peabody

Phillipsburg 6/30/05

bans nondomestic animals except non-poisonous, non-

vicious animals commonly kept as pets; bans poisonous or 

dangerous reptile or dangerous wild animals except pet 

shop, zoo, circus, carnival, medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Pittsburg bans list of animals; bans dangerous animals or reptiles PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Plainville

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution, citizens who file petition to 

governing body PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Pleasanton

Prairie Village

need permit for any animals not listed - not granted for 

dangerous animals - exempts display or study, exhibit to 

public, vet, commercial establishment selling or display, 

temp transport through city PB B B B PB B B

Pratt

Ramona bans wild/exotic animal or snake

Robinson
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Roeland Park

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution, citizens who file petition to 

governing body PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Rose Hill

Rossville

bans wild animal displays and exhibitions except zoo, 

performing animal exhibit, circus; bans as pets  

Russell

exotic animal require written permission from Animal 

Warden - must prove not threat to public health or safety PP P P P PP P P

Sabetha

Saint Francis

bans poisonous or dangerous reptile or dangerous wild 

animals except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, 

medical/education institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Saint John

Saint Marys

bans warm-blooded omnivorous wild/exotic animals and 

animals with poisonous bites B B ? PB ? B

Saint Paul

Salina

bans wild/exotic/poisonous animals except those owned 

under state rehab, scientific or exhibition permit, zoo, 

circus, carnival, vet, education/medical institution and bans 

sale except those; bans fowl except caged pet birds and 

ducks, geese, chicken, pigeon, other domestic fowl kept 

under rules listed; vets must report any illegal animals PB B B PB PB PB B

Satanta

Scott City

bans wild animals, poisonous snake, stinging insect or 

arachnid

Scranton 6/15/05

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Sedgwick

Seneca

Shawnee

bans warm-blooded omnivorous or dangerous animals or 

reptiles; pet shops may sell them outside city with permit; 

permit for licensed vet, performing animal exhibit, circus, 

education/medical institution, museum to temp have them PB B B B B B
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Smith Center

South Hutchinson

Spearville

Spring Hill

bans warm-blooded omnivorous or dangerous animals or 

reptiles

Stafford

Sterling

Stockton

Strong City

Sylvan Grove

Tipton

Tonganoxie

bans warm-blooded omnivorous or dangerous animals or 

reptiles in residential districts

Topeka

bans owning, buying or selling animals except those listed 

and exempts AZA defined bona fide zoo from all parts and 

exempts medical/education institutions, vet, circus, carnival, 

rehab, or any of these transporting animals through city 

from the possession ban only; bans keeping more than 1 

animal on unresided property except AZA defined zoo, 

medical/education institution, vet, humane society, 

commercial breeding, trading, boarding and security guards   B B B B PB B B

Towanda

Troy

Udall

ban nondomesticated animals except non-poisonous and 

non-vicious domestic animals and transport through city

Ulysses

bans "miscellaneous animals" with samples except when 

permitted by zoning B B

Uniontown

Valley Center

Victoria

WaKeeney

Wakefield

Waldo

Wamego
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Washington

bans warm-blooded omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic 

animals or animals with poisonous bites except transport 

through city, temp circus, rodeo, performing act or show, 

vet, county fair

Waterville bans list of exotic animals

Wathena 6/3/96

bans warm-blooded omnivorous/carnivorous wild/exotic 

animals or animals with poisonous bites B B B

Waverly

Wellington

bans warm-blooded omnivorous or dangerous animals or 

reptiles except vet, pet shop, circus, carnival, 

education/medical institution PB B B PB PB PB PB

Wellsville

Westmoreland

Westwood 6/30/05

bans nondomestic animals except non-venomous and non-

vicious animals kept as pets; bans poisonous reptile or 

dangerous wild animal or reptile except pet shop, zoo, 

circus, carnival, education/medical institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Westwood Hills

Wetmore

White City

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Wichita

bans dangerous wild animals except exhibition, transfer to 

or from USDA facility or vet, vet during treatment PB B B B PB

Williamsburg

Wilson

Winfield

bans poisonous reptile or dangerous wild animal or reptile 

except pet shop, zoo, circus, carnival, education/medical 

institution PB B PB PB PB PB PB

Yates Center

NOTE:                                                                                       This information is provided for informational purposes only.  It is a work in progress.  Remember that laws change and users are responsible for checking for updates or 

changes.  UAPPEAL and other individuals who compiled this information are not responsible for any mistakes.  
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